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In Carousel, you have got the most powerful information signage sys-
tem available.  Now add the professional graphics that are needed to 
grab attention.  Tightrope Creative is a professional design service that 
provides custom backgrounds, pictures, animations and templates that 
you can use with Carousel.  Choose from a selection of pre-made 
channel designs or match your organization’s branding with custom 
content.  Either way, Tightrope Creative makes professional looking 
digital signage a breeze.
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complete design elements for carousel

Free Pre-made Channels
Our channels have been designed to provide you with the essentials necessary to 
get your Carousel system up and running with beautiful content.  Each channel is 
pre-configured with a zone layout, and includes all new standard and dynamic tem-
plates.  Best of all, you can easily add the channel to your existing system, hassle-free.  
Includes tons of templates and images designed for you to simply add words!

Extras
Take control over your Carousel channel by adding some personality. 
Reach out to your audience with the more personalized and refined 
branding you expect from custom design. 
    Branding
    As a business, school, or organization, it is important to maintain a 
    consistent identity.  Our branding services will incorporate your 
    company colors and logo into an existing channel design, 
    transforming the final product into a seemingly custom channel.     
    Animations
    Go even further with our animation services.  We take the concept 
    of motion graphics to the next level by incorporating your logos and
    other material into the actual channel design.

    Alterations   
    We certainly don’t want to put a stifle on creativity, so we invite 
    you to push us to the limits and explore new ideas that haven’t yet 
    been realized.

Custom Channels
Our custom design services will offer you the same conveniences of our pre-made 
channels with an added bonus of retaining control over your design.  We’ll walk 
with you every step of the way to ensure your vision becomes a reality.

All channel packages require Carousel 5.2.1 or higher.
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